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Abstract 

News manipulation is now a much-discussed reality of 21st century media ethics. Daniel 
Khaneman has identified that people have a tendency to respond to complex issues in a 
problematic manner – often making use of instincts (System 1 or S1) in knee jerk responses when 
a more rational (Systems 2 or S2) approach might be more appropriate. Simply put, human beings 
have a flawed process for problem structuring. In research carried out between 2015-16 with 
people engaged in and concerned with climate change, a series of interviews were undertaken 
concerning public attitudes to fear as a major force in the climate change debate. The results 
have paved the way to describing a process – the “paradigm of fear,” whereby fear can be 
weaponised in order to promote knee jerk responses to complex issues. The results of the 
research were published in a book (Formations of Terror) and a comic (Project Fear)1 but lasting 
questions remain to be addressed: Is fear weaponised by lobbyists in order to promote public 
response? If fear is weaponised to prompt populations to change, is such action ethical and 
responsible? Do climate change activists have a responsibility to orientate arguments to the 
rational and reflective rather than the instinctive and automatic? Describing the formations of 
terror as a device for fear management, this paper explores the ways in which fear can and is 
used by all sides in the climate change debate and raises questions about the ethics of social 
manipulation for even the best of causes. 
 

Keywords: Weaponization of fear, Project, Community, Climate Change, Paradigm of Fear  

(Much of this paper is drawn from and builds upon an earlier book. The fuller version of this paper 
is to be found in Bell, S. 2017. Formations of Terror. Newcastle Upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars)  

 

                                                        
1 For more info: https://fearlessnessmovement.ning.com/blog/operation-project-fear-the-open-university-uk 
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1. Introduction  

This paper is the result of a thought experiment which resulted in a book. The core concern was 
fear and the its manipulation. Fearful headlines abound. Typing into Google: “examples of 
newspaper headlines which mention climate change” produced quite a few. Here is a very small 
sample:  

“Earth hotter now and getting hotter” 

“There is no planet B” 

“Arctic ocean getting warmer; seals vanish and icebergs melt” 

“It’s Scary, really Scary!” 

“We’re Screwed” 

Fear has always been with us as a species. It has been used in all kinds of ways. The concept fear 
as we understand it today has its origins in Greek mythology. Phobetor or Fear, the son of Hypnos 
(sleep) and brother of Morpheus (shape) and Phantasos (phantasy). Allegedly, these gods 
combined in sleep and dream to provide human beings with insights and also with terrors. This 
is an important point. Fear is often a function of an unconscious response.  

Notions of fear linked to shifting shape and phantasy remain as sustaining attributes of fear to 
this day. To start looking at fear, as we experience it, is to look at the ways in which fear is 
expressed at this time and in this place, in the case explored in this paper, the European culture 
of the early 21st century. This embeds our experience of fear in a cultural context, a cultural 
experience of fear.  

Barry Glassner, an American sociologist and former journalist, looked at the cultural phenomena 
of fear (Glassner, 1999/2010) in his extensively researched book The Culture of Fear. This book 
provides evidence of fear and (in the 10th  anniversary edition) claims to have been responsible 
for popularly placing the term culture of fear in the national lexicon of the USA, (the subtitle of 
the book rather gives this away, Why Americans Are Afraid of the Wrong Things.) Glassner looks 
at fear in all kinds of places and conditions from transport to crime, from the young to illness, 
from ethnicity to drug use, from terrorism to the media. And it is the media where he finds the 
core of the fear issue; that is, in the biased selection, promotion and reporting of that which is to 
be feared. Glassner (1999/2010) reports that a great deal of the fear that is reported is bogus:  

“We waste tens of billions of dollars and person-hours every year on largely mythical 
hazards like road rage, on prison cells occupied by people who pose little or no danger 
to others, on programs designed to protect young people from dangers that few of 
them ever face, on compensation for victims of metaphorical illnesses, and on 
technology to make airline travel - which is already safer than other means of 
transportation - safer still.” (p. 341) 

In this argument, fear is promoted and extended by interest groups in order to achieve highly 
questionable specific ends. “The success of a scare depends not only on how well it is expressed 
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but also, as I have tried to suggest, on how well it expresses deeper cultural anxieties” (ibid., p. 
348.) 

Glassner and others (e.g., Furedi, Gardner, and Bourke) identify how people are worked on by 
fear in a manner corresponding to what Khaneman (2011) classifies as two distinct systems of 
responses of which the first is Systems 1 (or S1) – an instinctive response. Fear literally gets into 
us, creates knee jerk responses and triggers a series of outcomes sometimes in a domino effect. 
The fact that fear can be induced by headlines and prominent contributions to social media 
means that it is possible to conclude that fear could to some extent be applied deliberately and 
strategically. His second system is a more thoughtful and rational, System 2 (or S2); these 
responses might provide respite from an S1 fear response but this is yet to be explored in a 
definitive and conclusive manner. How does a rational response emerge if the subject is already 
fearful?  

In my research I have explored the prevalence of fear in climate change discourse and, with a 
limited sample, asked some questions about contemporary responses to fear of climate change. 
At the outset of my research my questions were naively formed as follows: 

1. Specifically regarding climate and environmental issues, are you aware of fear among those 
you meet in your work?  

2. If so, what is the main cause of fear in the current environmental debate?  

3. Do you think policy makers and populations more generally should be fearful?  

4. Is there a problem with the way in which news in the environmental debate is broadcast to the 
general public?   

5. Can a response of fear be useful with regard to complex problems? 

With Project Fear now an openly discoursed cultural artefact, the deliberative application of fear 
in public discourse leads to further questions. The responses to the five questions set out above 
may provide a basis for a more pointed analysis and an engagement with further strategic 
questions: 

• Is fear weaponised by lobbyists in order to promote public response?  
• If fear is weaponised to prompt populations to change, is such action ethical and 

responsible?  
• Do climate change activists have a responsibility to orientate arguments to the rational 

and reflective rather than the instinctive and automatic?  

2. Methods 
This research arose from a thought experiment, in a sense it is an accidental outcome of a 
serendipitous sample which emerged from conversations with ‘climate issues aware’ people who 
have come to talk to me or (more generally) been contacted by me because I came across their 
names, of which sometimes they were suggested to me by others or because I happened to know 
them from my work in the field and thought that they might be able to provide me with insights. 
In some cases, they are people I ‘met upon the way’ as my questions advanced and my research 
pursued.  
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Framing my conversations and engagements in a broadly identified Action Research format 
(there are many references but probably the most inspiring remains: Lewin, 1946),  and taking 
due reference from the formative work of Robert Chambers in Participatory Action Research 
(Chambers, 2002), this serendipitous ‘transect walk’ through the population began on the 11th 
March 2015 and ended on the 8th December 2015. I communicated with people in the UK, 
Australia, USA and several countries in Europe including Sweden and Portugal. Many of those 
whom I spoke to were members of the International Sustainable Development Research Society, 
of which I was a member and Board Member.  

I must reiterate that this is not a scientifically assembled representative sample in any way. In all 
cases the voices are those of people who are interested in climate change as an issue and have 
thoughts on the matter. I wanted my ‘sample’ to be informed and interested, I also wanted them 
to be engaging and interesting. In every case the people represented here have answered most 
if not all the five questions. In around 25% of the cases I recorded the responses to the questions 
as an interview, the remaining 75% responded by email so I only have their written word. There 
are 43 responses in all. The breakdown of the respondents is shown in the Pie chart set out in 
Figure 1. 

The breakdown of the respondents to my questions by interview or questionnaire indicates that 
well over half of those I contacted were academics interested in or directly working with the issue 
of climate change.  

I was fortunate to meet and talk to many fascinating stakeholders in the climate change/climate 
fear debate. Those who responded to my request range from climate and environmental 
scientists, politicians, policy advisors, technologists, activists to those involved with the care of 
people either in terms of their psychology or religious needs.  

The responses to my questions were qualitatively assessed but the ‘Big’ question was:  

Question 1: “Specifically regarding climate and environmental issues, are you aware of fear 
among those you meet in your work?” Figure 2 shows the response to this question. 

 

 
“My questions may be simplistic, even naïve. But, my key concern 
was to gain responses to provocative but brief questions.” 
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Figure 1. Occupational breakdown of the respondents to my questions’ 

 

Figure 2. Response to Question 1: ‘Are you aware of fear?’ 

Y = YES 
 
N = No 
 
M = Maybe 
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83% of my sample were either sure or at least had a 50/50 view that fear relating to climate 
change is experienced in the people with whom they work and/or interact. 

The summative, qualitative observations for each question are set out in the next section.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

I set out each question here and my summative assessment of the responses gathered. The full 
responses to each question are set out in the book noted at the beginning of this paper.  

Question 1.  Specifically regarding climate and environmental issues, are you aware of fear 
among those you meet in your work?  

 
“Fear could be a lever.” – Anon. respondent 

 

As already noted above, overwhelmingly the response was ‘yes’ but two observations can be 
made regarding responses to this question. Early on in my interviewing I received a gentle ticking 
off from a notable expert in climate change. He chided me for the simplicity of my questions 
(allowing major leeway for variable interpretation on the part of those answering) and the 
commensurate danger of reducing the messiness and complexity of climate change to what 
might emerge as glib observations. Fair enough. My questions may be simplistic, even naïve. But, 
my key concern was to gain responses to provocative but brief questions. I did not want to muddy 
the water too much at the outset with complexity, to assume too much prior knowledge of my 
respondents or, alternatively assume climate change ignorance and therefore provide a copious 
back story. Brevity at the risk of simplicity seemed like my best strategy.  The second point I would 
like to make links to the observation that fear can lead to states of denial and/or being inured to 
the effects of fear. For example, an academic response to subjective questions about fear can be 
one that allows the object of terror to be set to one side, projected onto a neutral and intellectual 
space and correspondingly seen as effectively belonging to someone else. But I wanted responses 
to questions about fear to be personally and even subjectively interpreted. In asking these 
questions I wanted, in so far as it was possible to elicit this personal response.   

Taking these points into account, a respondent to question one noted that fear could be used in 
order to encourage an outcome. Fear could be a lever. This point seems to be a very prevalent 
concept in Furedi’s 2006a and 2006b) as well as other authors going back to Davis’s (1999) 
Ecology of Fear (1999). Fear used, as a lever, is a means to induce an outcome. Davis’s notion of 
an ecology links in well with the need to understand the territory of fear which came out of the 
ideas of Marshall (2014) and this in turn links to ideas of a continuum of fear.  

In systemic terms, if there is a territory of fear then there is a boundary. Also, territory implies 
different viewpoints or worldviews about what the territory is. In one sense we are all constantly 
imposing our own personal views of what a territory is onto the social and physical landscape. A 
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boundary is rarely as fixed as a coastline or a cliff edge. More generally the boundary is ascribed 
by an individual or social agency (for e.g., an intellectual might suggest the boundary or limits of 
an idea whereas governments would agree the boundary or limits of a nation). Territory often 
means dispute with regard to the nature and place of boundary.  

Another continuum writ large was contained in another response. In this case the respondent’s 
concerns related to the fear consequences of global challenges to individual existence and 
threats to it that emerge in the overwhelming forces of the social reactions to the fear and 
experience of climate change. At the current time, and since early 2016, in the midst of a refugee 
crisis in Europe (somewhat forgotten in some circles due to the rising ‘noise’ around migrant 
concerns on the US border), the flood of refugees might prove to be a major social phenomenon 
of these times as a variety of crises begin to affect much of the industrialised world from Australia 
to the USA. First world fear or complacency and the resulting understandable knee-jerk-mind-
sets of “go away” or: “not my problem” underlined by another of my respondents seems to me 
to be potentially potent elements for any kind of counter-fear project to be aware of. Finally, and 
deep down despite all this labelling and grounding of fear consequence, there remains the 
underlying namelessness of much that we fear and maybe a sense that this also relates to our 
personal responsibility to ourselves and to our world. 

Question 2. If so, what is the main cause of fear in the current environmental debate?  

With Question 2, as with all the responses to all five questions, there were a multiplicity of 
perspectives and assumptions operating in the responses. Here I try to draw out some of the 
major threads.  

Some of those questioned noted a reductive tendency in science and scholarship and equated 
this to an issue with fear. Reductionism can be fear-inducing because a reductionist approach 
applied when assessing complexity can lead to fragmented observations and a sense of bricolage 
and confusion with no central ‘point’ to hold the desperate elements of crisis together. To 
fragment and reduce in order to understand may not serve well as an aid to comprehension of 
complexity and may even add to the sense of overwhelming impenetrability and consequently 
fear. The more one tries to keep linked and related means of understanding separate the scarier 
things can appear. There is a sense that climate change scientists see themselves as winning the 
argument but still losing in the long run. The causes of fear and the demands of global society are 
just too numerous. The braided plait of control, reductionism and gratification via consumerism 
can mean that there is confusion over messages and uncertain consequences.  

 

“The world is in great peril but no one is in charge...”.  
- Anon. Respondents 

 

Perhaps the greatest fear alluded to is an existential projection of individual and civilizational fear 
– what can be referred to as individual and collective “immortality projects,” as Terror 
Management Theory predicts (e.g., Becker, 1973; Solomon, Greenberg & Pyszczynski, 2015). But 
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these projections are too vague, too distant, too poorly represented to the mindset which insists 
that we need to ‘do something now’. 

This all begs the question ‘who is in charge?’ Among many of my respondents there appeared to 
be a discernment that the world is in great peril but no one is in charge, or those in charge are 
risk loving and reckless and don’t give a damn. What do the policy makers and strategists make 
of fear? Is there fear at the highest levels or is this just an outcome reaction to tabloid scare 
stories? On the other hand, are our policy makers complacent as much of society appears to be?  

The summary of responses to Question 2 can be set out in a structured systems diagram, in this 
case I have attempted an influence diagram (see Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3 An Influence Map of the Question 2 summary 

The climate change fear influences some of the main themes of our culture that is the final 
destination for influence. Fear influences our sense of control, who is in charge and does it 
matter? It emphasises the value of reductive thinking, focusing on the detail and the points of 
importance, maybe while running scared of the bigger picture? Fear can be blanketed out by 
consumerism and the forgetfulness of the delights of 21st century living (for the affluent West). 
It also, quietly and cryptically affects our subliminal work on our immortality projects. How many 
artefacts of our world today are silent witnesses to our fear of extinction? 

Question 3. Do you think policy makers and populations more generally should be fearful?  

There are three broad responses from the three nominal groups identified in Question 1.  

The group of respondents that responded with a ‘No’ to Question 1 can be summarised as 
suggesting that fear is unhelpful and that other responses more akin to concern or agitation 
would be more useful. The selective application of fear emerged as an idea.  
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The ‘Maybe’ group came up with the ideas of a framework, in which fear is presented but usefully 
with counter measures. Means to alleviate. But beware ‘manufactured consent’ and the idea of 
the framework being in some way manipulated by social forces.  

Finally, the ‘Yes’ group came up with a range of ideas. People are not provided with or are poorly 
served by our capacity to deal with large, systemic crises. Our narrow and consumerist ‘way of 
life’ obviates our capacity to think more systemically and take on an extinction-level crisis. The 
spirit of Winston Churchill was evoked by one respondent as a politician who had the capacity to 
create the safe space in which great issues could be grasped. Innovation is a fear prospect as well 
as a ‘get out of gaol’ card. 

I set out the responses to Question 3 in Figure 4. Essentially there are three systems on display 
that relate in turn to each of the key responses from the ‘No, ‘Maybe’ and ‘Yes’ groups. The core 
of the diagram is the Policy Making system. This can be seen in a business as usual mode in the 
first system that sees Policy Making interacting, influencing and being influenced. To some extent 
policy influences and manages social consent and this in turn is the basis for our Frameworks of 
Engagement (democratic media for decision making). Such Frameworks ultimately impact back 
on the Policy Making System. In this diagram Policy Making, Consent and Frameworks are a 
discrete system. This is a system which is in regular use and on display just about all the time on 
24-hour news networks and in the media more generally. A second business as usual system 
comprises Public Concern and Agitation impacting on and being affected by Policy Making. This 
comprises a second system. Outside the two business as usual systems lies the prospect of 
systemic coherence regarding climate change fear. This is in turn influencing and being influenced 
by the aspiration concept of Safe Space. 
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Figure 4. Influence Diagram of Question 3 summary 

 

“Climate change is accommodated and distorted in a ‘business 
as usual’ manner by the conventional media.” 
 

Question 4. Is there a problem with the way in which news in the environmental debate is 
broadcast to the general public?  

The points made in response to this question ranged from what we might have expected (e.g. 
wickedness of deliberately distorted media messages and reprehensibility of distortion due to 
ignorance and corruption, cronyism of the media class and the political class) to more nuanced 
concerns (e.g. the division between the environment ‘out there’ and ‘us’, human frailty in terms 
of sifting what is important). Under all this lies the observation made at the outset, the naivety 
of naivety that there is or could be a “rational broadcast station with a brain that makes coherent 
choices in how it broadcasts to people who are on the receiving end.”  

Points made here are more about how climate change is accommodated and distorted in a 
‘business as usual’ manner by the conventional media. Nothing new is happening but new alarms 
and problems are continuing to be treated in a conventional manner? 
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My diagram for Question 4 summary is a Rich Picture. The media is all around but there is the 
latent idea that messages are not being heard, the disastrous path of consumerist society is not 
being watched and those who can speak are either self or socially constrained in what they can 
and do say, and maybe how they phrase what they say. The image of the three unwise deaf, 
dumb and blind kids making their way to the cliff edge is possibly apt. What is missing is the 
noted: ‘mother ship’ of sensible guidance and news. This has resonance back to Question 3 for 
me, and the idea of a ‘safe place’ and the necessary systemic/ holistic understanding which it 
pre-supposes. 

 

Figure 5. Rich Picture of Question 4 summary 

 

Question 5. Can a response of fear be useful with regard to complex problems? 
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A minority considered fear unhelpful and our worst and reptilian response to issues. However, 
and surprising to me, overwhelmingly the experts and concerned individuals represented in my 
sample considered fear to be a useful thing but only given a wide range of provisos. Some thought 
that fear was a poor mobiliser, anger is a better catalyst. Others did see value in fear as a means 
to catalyse action but again there are obvious issues linked to this, issues of paralysis and an idea 
of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’ fear—types of fear and the morality of fear application in a 
deliberative manner. The issue of how to apply fear in large groups emerged. The idea that fear 
could be used if it was used in a reasonable way and on the right targets, but some thought 
anxiety might be a better motivator. Fear as a property was argued to have value as an indicator 
of social health. Others considered ‘contained’ fear of value. I detected on several occasions a 
sense that we are only on the foothills of fear and that when it really kicks in, then we will see 
the value it can bring, including amplifying and accelerating change. Finally, fear can be a call to 
and emancipator of a response that can be related to courage. 

Trying to capture the main themes from the responses to Question 5, I set out my take in Figure 
6 In this diagram I make use of the influence diagram approach again and return to the cycle of 
fear which was inspired by Bourke’s (2005) book on fear as manifest historically across culture.  

 

 

Figure 6 Influence diagram, an update to the cycle of fear, summary of Question 5 

 

The key ideas which emerge for me are fear reformulation or recurrence, scale and (as a late but 
interesting observation) courage. I represent these in the cycle diagram. Fear continues to 
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operate as the core of a system that cycles through conditions of weapon, target, emotion and 
state (a Paradigm of Fear). But the fear system is itself dynamic.  

There are points of departure where fear is transitional to a new system and a new formation. If 
the model appears a bit fixed, then the two polarities are added, on the one hand courage as one 
type of response to fear, possibly a response which can lead to new emergent properties (Black 
Swan outcomes?) which may again be part of the transition to a new manifestation of fear or the 
removal or reduction of the fear condition. On the other hand, fear can be seen as effective within 
different levels of scale, from the individual to the widest social context. Scale and courage are 
also linked via the fear system. The whole is dynamic, all aspects of the system are dynamic and 
can move. In this diagram I show the main fear system, what I can call the specific Formation of 
Terror (or FoT) as the outcome of some prior FoT. This in turn leads to further dynamics and 
subsequent transitions in the FoT. 

 
“The problem with fear being applied, even for a “good” (define 
‘good’ and open another barrel of issues) cause, requires 
strenuous review of stands on ethics and responsibility.” 
 

4. Conclusions 

To return to my original questions:  

• Is fear weaponised by lobbyists in order to promote public response?  

• If fear is weaponised to prompt populations to change, is such action ethical and 

responsible?  

• Do climate change activists have a responsibility to orientate arguments to the rational 

and reflective rather than the instinctive and automatic? 

The results from the interviews and questionnaire responses set out in this paper are inconclusive 
and speculative but provocative of further research questions.  

The first question might be better stated as ‘should’ fear be weaponised by lobbyists? From the 
responses set out here it would seem that there is a widespread acceptance of this (indeed it 
might be said to be very apparent in the work of Klein, Brown and others) but there are an equally 
wide range of provisos on such weaponization. It seems that the second questions pre-guesses 
this response. The problem with fear being applied, even for a “good” (define ‘good’ and open 
another barrel of issues) cause, requires strenuous review of stands on ethics and responsibility. 
It would seem that issues of morality and objectives also come into this debate and here further 
difficult questions arise relating to ‘who’, ‘how’ and ‘why’.  
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Questions of responsibility and rationality exercise my respondents and some have noted the 
irresponsible use of fear and catastrophe by climate change activists as a means to attempt to 
elicit a response. The problem arising from this is, fear used in a Khaneman System 1, knee jerk, 
piece meal manner will probably result in unintended, systemic outcomes which may be more 
productive of further fear and System 1 fear consequences. The issue here relates to the 
understanding of the fear dynamic (i.e., fear system) – what I have described as the Formations 
of Terror and how they move. Simply put, when fear is invoked or encouraged in a System 1 
manner, the consequences can snowball, we are not in rational territory. Figure 6 is one 
representation of this dynamic with a FoT being derived from previous FoT and being productive 
of future, unknown and unguessable FoT.  
 
This paper is the result of a thought experiment and is research still in progress. My results to-
date are the outcome of a limited and qualitatively assessed group of responses. The responses 
to questions relating to the manifestation of fear are varied and sometimes conflicting. One 
theme that emerged in response to several of the questions was the need for better thinking. 
There is not a clear lead on what this means but ideas around holistic, cybernetic or systemic 
thinking in order to address the complexity experienced might be one interpretation. Such a 
mode might be represented as an S3 (to add to Khaneman’s S1 and S2). Related to this was the 
value of containment and the psychological idea of a place where transition can be discussed in 
safety. Fearsome ideas are best addressed in a safe place, in a contained place. Society can tend 
to react with terror to the prospect of an overwhelming catastrophe but over time this results, 
unfortunately, in learned helplessness and a sense of vulnerability and then complacency and 
apathy; that is, until the next dose of fearful evidence emerges and a resulting terror formation. 
The cycle repeats, and in order to understand cyclic behaviour I would note (again) a systems, S3 
approach could be helpful. 
 

A further dynamic emerges, displayed in Figure 7. Here are two reinforcing cycles: one related to 
targets, emotions, states and the weapons of terror (what I have referred to as the Paradigm of 
Fear), the other to containment, addressing meaningful issues in meaningful ways, thinking up 
to scale and delivering systemic responses. One loop is negative and spirals down implying 
further fear and panic (i.e., FoT). The other loop offers hope, courage and the containment of the 
fear impulse/ weapon.  
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Figure 7. Reinforcing systems diagrams of despair and hope 

 

Endnote 

In an attempt to popularise and make accessible the fear thinking which this Journal is also now bringing to proper 
scrutiny, I had produced a comic/ graphic novel presenting the main themes from the Formations of Terror book. 
The site offers a free copy of the novel, contains an animation and also some supplementary information. Visit 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/project-fear to take a look.  
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Fearontology Musings: 
Work in Progress 

 
Osinakachi Akuma Kalu 

Nigeria 
 
[Editor’s Note: The material for this article was originally created from a few blogs Kalu published on the 
Fearlessness Movement ning in the last year, and from rough notes he had sent to me for a potential article 
he wished to co-write but wasn’t going to get to it for some time, as many other life-priorities took over. I 
offered to put some ‘musings’ together playfully, and at times slightly edit things for him. He had final edit 
of the excerpts below, and submitted them to IJFS] 

musing 
noun 

mus·ing | \ ˈmyü-ziŋ  \ 
Definition of musing 

 
MEDITATION, “My musing and writings on this issue do not come from the 

groves of academe.” — Herbert S. White 
 
 
 
 

BEING OR REALITY OF FEAR 

 Is fear a noun or a verb? 

 
 When this question is asked most people tend towards their dictionary for meaning. 

But that does not settle it. The fearologist goes beyond the dictionary or lexicon meaning to 
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answering this question. This doesn’t mean the dictionary stand is wrong but only suffices for 

grammar or etymological sake.  

 
 In fearological inquiry as has been on the traditional metaphysical understanding of 

being, since fear is a “being”, it is both a noun and a verb. When you use it as a noun it is 

SUBSTANTIV, but when you use it as a verb it is AKTIV. When it is a noun we are talking 

about ‘ontology’ (SUBSTANTIV). When it is a verb AKTIV it is ‘knowledge’. 

 
Two Primary Categories of Being 

1. Potency- it is possible being (fear). Imagined fear or fear thought of. It can be remote 

or proximate. 

2. Act – A developed reality. Fear present. 

WITH THIS, WE HAVE FINALLY DISCOVERED FEARONTOLOGY. 
 
 

FEARONTOLOGY 
________________________________________________________________ 
SEARCH FOR THE ONTOLOGICAL FOUNDATION OF FEAR 

 
 
Abstract 
No matter where one looks at the vast literature on fear, there is often some effort by authors 
to clearly understand what fear is all about. However, their definitions typically lack the depth 
of philosophical rigor required to truly understand fear. This initiative generally seems not to 
be isolated to a particular subject or field of inquiry. However, the ontological foundation of 
fear seems to remain hazy or somewhat difficult for many to understand. Many writing, even 
the most serious authors on fear, have often not looked at or reflected in this ontological 
direction. Through a new fearological inquiry, we suggest (as co-authors) that one would 
realize that since fear is a being and it exists, that knowing its ontological foundation will help 
in crafting a better understanding of what fear is. And, as such, this ought to foster a more 
rigorous, accurate and  healthier teaching, analysis, facilitation and management of fear. 
Indicators in many domains of contemporary human existence point to the need for better 
ways of fear management/education. The ontological ground of fear is what this paper seeks 
to unravel. We claim the result of such an investigation, uniquely fearological in approach, 
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provides a more sufficient way to know the ground of the being fear and the dynamics of how 
it relates to humans and/or how humans relate to being fear. 

WIKIPEDIA: In philosophical ontology, ontic (from the Greek ὄν, genitive ὄντος: "of that 
which is") is physical, real, or factual existence. 

 The ontological refers to the Being of a particular being.1 To understand the 

ontological nature of fear requires knowing its ontic (what it can or does) ground. What makes 

fear different from other emotions is its ontic nature. To do this, one needs to understand 

what emotion is and then simply decides which type of emotion it is and how it operates in 

reality. 

 The emotions are the paradigmatic example of an affective dimension in our lives.2 

Another word for emotions is passions. This word derives from the Greek pathos, via the 

Latin passio, which means to be suffering. This suffering does not primarily designate pain 

but passivity, that there is something to which one is exposed, something that happens to 

one. Aristotle distinguishes between praxis and pathos, that is, between influencing and being 

influenced,3 respectively. The emotions, in this use, are not considered as being self-initiated 

but as something one, in a sense, receives.4 

 One cannot choose an emotion just like that. If one is sad or afraid, one cannot 

simply choose to have a different emotion that one is more comfortable with. We can 

influence our emotions in a more indirect way, for example, by placing ourselves in a 

situation where a certain emotion normally arises. We also possess a certain ability to get 

                                                        
1 “Heidegger’s Fundamental Ontology”, https://grattoncourses.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/ontological-vs.pdf  
2 Lars SvendsonPhilosophy of fear, p.40 
3Aristotle, On Generation and Corruption, in The Complete Works of Aristotle, Princeton, nj, 1985, 323b1ff. See also 
Metafysikken, in The Complete Works of Aristotle, 1002b15 
4Robert C. Solomon, ‘On the Passivity of the Passions’, in Not Passion’s Slave: Emotions and 
Choice, Oxford, 2003 
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rid of an emotion or to suppress it. And we can certainly work on our own emotional life 

and shape our emotional dispositions. It is clear, however, that our emotions will not 

necessarily conform to our will.1 

 

“Heidegger also seems to be of the opinion that fear is an emotion 

that will be concealing...”. 

 To experience a given emotion is to experience being in a particular situation to 

which one has been abandoned. All human perception is conditioned by the situation in 

which perception takes place, and this situation, quite fundamentally, has an emotional 

dimension. We can say that the emotion is a condition for something being able to convey 

meaning in a situation. For an object to be able to appear as frightening, amusing or boring, 

the situation where the object is encountered must be one with a corresponding emotional 

potential. Heidegger’s used the term Befindlichkeit to explain how fear demonstrates human 

life.2 This describes how it is to find oneself in this world. To find oneself in the world is to be 

exposed in the world, to experience the world as a place that contains meaningful and 

indifferent objects. This ‘being in the world’ has a basically emotional nature; it is the 

emotions that enable certain objects to be perceived as meaningful and that, strictly 

speaking, make participation in the world possible.  

 For Heidegger, we primarily regard objects around us as things to be used, although 

at times we are notified that these things are “unusable, contradictory or threatening.”3 This 

                                                        
1Lars Svendson Philosophy of fear, p.41 
2Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, p. 141 
3 Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, p.137 
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is only possible because our being-in-the-world is constituted in such a manner that things 

can affect us in such a way. It is this being-in-the-world that enables anything to be 

experienced at all as threatening. For Heidegger, emotions are not purely subjective but 

rather “the fundamental way in which we are outside ourselves.”1 In explaining this he 

asserted 

An emotion is the way we find ourselves in our relation to beings and thus 
at the same time in our relation to ourselves; the way we are attuned in 
relation to beings that we are not and to beings that we are. In the emotion 
the state opens and holds itself open, in which we have dealings with 
objects, ourselves and human beings. The emotion is itself this open state 
. . . Here it is important to realise that the emotion has the nature of 
opening and holding open, and that it therefore can be concealing2. 

 

 An emotion gives you access to yourself and to the outside world, but precisely 

because emotions are able to open up these subjects in such a way, they can also conceal, 

and thus give you an inadequate view of both yourself and the world. Heidegger also seems 

to be of the opinion that fear is an emotion that will be concealing:  

We become afraid in the face of this or that particular being that threatens 
us in this or that particular respect. Fear in the face of something is also in 
each case a fear for something in particular. Because fear possesses this 
trait of being ‘fear in the face of’ and ‘fear for’, he who fears and is afraid is 
captive to the mood in which he finds himself. Striving to rescue himself 
from this particular thing, he becomes unsure of everything else and 
completely ‘loses his head’3. 

 

 For Heidegger, that which is feared is something that has not yet been realized, 

something that exists as a menacing possibility that is drawing closer. The feared object 

                                                        
1Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche: Erster Band , Pfullingen, 1989 , p.119 
2Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche: Erster Band , p.62 
3Martin Heidegger, ‘Was istMetaphysik?’, in Wegmarken, GesamtausgabeBd, ix (Frankfurt am Main, 1976), p. 111, and evans-
experientialism.freewebspace.com/heidegger5a.htm. 
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“radiates harmfulness.”1 The crucial thing is that this harmfulness has not yet been realized, 

and that there is a possibility that it will not do so. Fear is thus closely associated with 

uncertainty. This uncertainty can be described as a basic feature of human existence. In fear, 

a fundamental determination of my being is revealed, that is, the fact that I am exposed.2At 

the same time as fear uncovers something about me, it also conceals me from myself. 

Heidegger also stressed on the nowness of fear – that one is locked in a situation and thereby 

loses something of one’s freedom. He writes: “The temporality of fear is an expectant, 

present-making forgetting.”3 That which is forgotten is “one’s self”, or rather, “one’s own 

options.”  

 The point is that the future, as a field of possibilities, is restricted since one directs 

one’s attention solely at the present threat. One loses oneself since one’s attention is 

concentrated on what is threatening. Fear is a kind of emotion, but not all emotions that 

brings tenseness, are fear. Svendson influenced by Heidegger believed that, an emotion such 

as fear is a way of being present in the world. On the other hand, a world you fear is a place 

where you can never feel completely at home.4 

 

“Fear is not self-aware.” 

 
 According to Heidegger, one loses sight of one’s possibilities in fear. Jean-Paul 

Sartre, for his part, stressed that “It is by throwing myself at my own possibilities that I 

                                                        
1Martin Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, p. 140 
2Martin Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, p. 141 
3 Martin Heidegger, on Sein und Zeit, p. 342 asserDie Zeitlichkeit der Furchtisteingewärtigendgegenwärtigendes 
Vergessen’. 
4 Lars Svendsen, A Philosophy of Fear, p.43 
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escape fear.”1 Sartre has an understanding of emotions in general and of fear in particular 

that differs considerably from that of Heidegger. For Sartre, each emotion has in a certain 

sense been chosen, and thus it can never eliminate the field of possibilities. Sartre considers 

emotions as intentional strategies. According to him, emotions are an attempt to change the 

world via a “magical transformation” of it. The analysis of fear is a clear example of this, 

since fear is claimed to be an intentional strategy where the subject attempts to remove – in 

a ‘magical’ way – an object. It ought to be fairly obvious that this magic is not very often 

successful, as an object seldom disappears simply because one fears it. When this magical 

strategy fails to work, the subject resorts to flight. Fear, then, is not the cause of flight, as is 

normally asserted, and flight is not the cause of fear either, as the James-Lange theory 

proposes – flight is rather a substitution for a fear that does not affect the magical 

transformation intended by the subject.2 

 Emotions are unreflected, according to Sartre, and by that he means that they take 

place without the objects of awareness.3 In fear, awareness is directed towards the object of 

fear and not towards fear as such. Fear is not self-aware. For that reason, emotions are also 

something that – despite being the intentional products of the subject – partially elude 

conscious control. We cannot simply transport ourselves into a particular emotion by 

wanting to have it. On the contrary, the emotions ‘capture’ awareness and make it 

‘passive’.62 And thus we would appear to be in the same situation as that described by 

Heidegger above, where fear shuts out one’s own possibilities. Sartre, however, seems to 

believe that the awareness of fear being precisely the own, intentional product of the subject 

                                                        
1Jean-Paul Sartre, Erfaringer med de Andre, trans. DagØsterberg and Halvor Roll, Oslo, 1980, p. 146 
2Jean-Paul Sartre, The Emotions: Outline of a Theory, trans. B.Frechtman, New York, 1986, p. 63 
3Jean-Paul Sartre, The Emotions: Outline of a Theory, trans. B. Frechtman, New York, 1986, p. 52 
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opens up the possibility that one can regain a certain amount of control over it. Because the 

feeling of fear has been chosen, it can also be deselected in favour of other possibilities. For 

Sartre believes that we ourselves decide what meaning we are to ascribe everything that 

surrounds us in existence and how we are to allow it to influence us. In relation to fear, this 

means that I myself choose to form an ego that fears various things and events. I could, 

however, have chosen to form a different ego that would have related to my surroundings in 

a different way. This is why Fisher believes that when fear comes in, fearlessness also 

emerges.1 

 It can be useful to describe emotions as habits. By that I do not mean to denaturalize 

the emotions completely, just to stress that our emotional apparatus is malleable.2 Emotions 

are not simply something ‘given’, but something that can be cultivated and changed.3 Habits 

can, generally speaking, be described as acquired responses that people are normally 

unaware of, but which they can be made aware of. Habits are based on repetition of an 

ability. Can one then say that fear is a habit and as such a virtuous one? Or a vice? In the 

light of Dario Composta, Virtue in genetal and is defined as habitus operativus bonus 

simpliciter.4 Habitus from the  “habere” (Greek “hexis” from “echo”), which  means 

something  different from being (“esse” Greek  “einai”): one has if one is; to have is a 

possession coming after being. Therefore not given by nature, but which is necessary to 

acquire. From this point of view of habitus meaning an accident, it becomes a secunda natura, 

a second being. From this of view, the habitus rest between “nature” physis5 and act. The 

                                                        
1 cf. R. Michael Fisher, The Worlds Fearlessness Teachings, 52-55 
2 Lars Svendsen, A Philosophy of Fear, p.45 
3 Lars Svendsen, A Philosophy of Fear, p.45 
4 Dario Composta, Moral Philosophy and Social Ethics, Rome, Urban University Press, 1987, p.53 
5 From the Greek Phusikosmeaning physical properties in nature or even nature 
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habitus perfects being and inclines it into action. Operativus, virtue is not a habitus speculativus 

but a habitus operativus. It is not theoretical but that which spur human into action.1 Bonus 

Simpliciter virtue is that which makes human good unlike other certain capacities that is 

good in certain ways.2 

 However, as we continue, this ontological discovery, one would understand where 

fear falls; into whether it is a virtuous emotion or an amoral emotion in its 

nature....  

 This question forms the basis of the ontological foundation of fear in reality. The 

question could be rephrase thus, is fear inherent in human? Most people (which I was part of) 

believe that fear is inherent in human. But that may not be true. The argument is always thus, 

since fear is a kind of emotion and humans are emotive being, they must possess this emotion 

fear in them. If that is to be the case, there shouldn’t be anything like a fear factor. Although it 

is the mind that dictates fear, some of its postulation may not be true. A practical example is 

that what A fears is different from what B fears. That is to say that the operation of the mind 

determines what is fearful. Hence one cannot in a stricter sense say that there are objects of 

fear. Because what most people call objects of fear or factors of fear in the real sense are not 

fear related reality. They exist in the way they are supposed to exist. Some of them do not 

possess the capacity of “intentionality”3 and as such cannot intend to project fear. It is the 

human mind that dictates which action is fearful. Hence fear does not have an empirical locus 

except for consciousness. It is an ‘emotion’ and as such different from ‘feeling’. As an 

                                                        
1 Dario Composta, Moral Philosophy and Social Ethics,  p.54 
2 Dario Composta, Moral Philosophy and Social Ethics, p.55 
3 Intentionality refers to the notion that consciousness is consciousness of something (cf. Phenomenology, 
Existentialism and Some Contemporary Philosophers by Stephen Azubuike Oguji) 
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emotion, it is experienced by humans alone. Since the three core ways existential 

consciousness is being looked at, a) every individual is responsible for his life, b) fulfilling life 

is possible. Implying that one can live an authentic life and c) life is decimated by human 

choice. Building on this backdrop, one can say that fearlessness is possible and is a matter of 

choice. [to be continued... ] 

**** 
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Each Issue of IJFS will include a unique selected bibliography with important references to the 
field of Fear Studies. This is my pick (as Senior Ed.) but all are encouraged to send in to me your 
picks for the next issues. Note: an R. Michael Fisher archive is now available in open source at 
The University of Calgary and for the first time in 30 years of publishing on fear, my works 
(published and unpublished) are going to be made available in one location. Over the next 
months I’ll add more to the collection. To access the first download of 93 technical and yellow 
papers between 1995-2019 go 
to  https://prism.ucalgary.ca/handle/1880/100121/discover?filtertype=author&filter_relational_operat
or=equals&filter=Fisher%2C+R.+M. 
 
 
Kalu, O. A. (2017). The first stage of the fearologist. AmazonCreateSpace. 
 

“After my perception of fear had been modified by my meeting and reading the works of the 
fearological elders, I began the search for my own definition of fear.... I define fear as an emotive 
process that exists between an object and a subject, which influences the subject’s decision either 
to improve, remain stagnant or degenerate in existence.” (pp. 57-58) 

 
Four Arrows (aka Jacobs, D. T.) (2016). Point of departure: Returning to a more authentic 
 worldview for education and survival. Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing.  

 
“... Indigenous worldview perspectives [include]: 1. Using trance to assure images actually change 
beliefs and brain wiring. 2. Changing dominant culture’s aversion to fear and learning to use it to 
practice a virtue and to turn courage into fearlessness.” (p. 27) 

 
Fisher, R. M. (2018). ‘Fear’ Studies, 12 years later: Progress and barriers. Technical Paper No. 
 74. Calgary, AB: In Search of Fearlessness Research Institute.  
 

“For better or worse, the post-9/11 era has been a meta-context for me to deepen inquiry into the 
nature of the shaping forces of so-called civilization. Mass media and a variety of fearmongers 
from the powerful elites to just about anyone have assaulted human sensibilities for intelligence 
and wisdom like never before in history—or so it seems.” (p. 7) 
 

Fisher,  R. M. (2018). R. Michael Fisher’s engagements with fearism: An annotated 
 bibliography. Technical Paper No. 78. Calgary, AB: In Search of Fearlessness 
 Research Institute.  
 
 Since late 2014 and first connection with Desh Subba, Fisher has written works engaging 
 Subba’s work and co-authoring with Subba and others. These are arranged chronologically and 
 annotated for research convenience. 
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Fisher, R. M. (2018). Fearless engagement of Four Arrows: The true story of an Indigenous-
 based social transformer. NY: Peter Lang. 
 

“Clearly, I am not some neutral biographer. Four Arrows [aka Dr. D. T. Jacobs] knew that from 
the start. I put a whole lot more of myself into this biography because of the fearlessness lens I 
brought to it as an expert in this area for many years. Four Arrows gave me full reins to write what 
I wanted as long as I didn’t mess around with ‘facts’ of historical biographical truth. This book is 
exciting to release to the world. May it become an integral part of a critical emancipatory holistic 
curriculum for the 21st century. Such progressive ideas and ethical vision receive far too little 
attention today in an era of increasing conservative educational philosophy in our schooling 
systems and public life in general. To view the four min. book video trailer go to: 
https://vimeo.com/265228513.” 

 
Fisher, R. M. (2019). “Resistance to Fear Understanding” – teaching video 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfVNktnN3v4 
 

Dr. R. Michael Fisher, founder and Director of The Fearology Institute takes on the topic of "Why 
so much resistance to better understanding fear (and fearology)?" He introduces Terror 
Management Theory (TMT ; see Wikipedia) as providing an existentialist explanation for 
resistance to fear (and death fear). He reads quotes from Bonaro Overstreet on fear from the 1950s 
as one of the best books available on the topic and from TMT in Sedikides et al. (2004) chapter 
"Nostalgia: Conceptual issues and existential functions" in J. Greenberg et al. (Eds.), "Handbook 
of experimental existential psychology." 

 
An eminent woman, western contemporary ethical philosopher, takes on the central topic of fear:   
 
Nussbaum, M. C. (2012). The new religious intolerance: Overcoming the politics of fear in an  
 anxious age. Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press/Harvard University Press.  
 

“Fear is implicated in most bad behavior in the area of religion.” (p. 21) 
 
Nussbaum, M. C. (2018). The monarchy of fear: A philosopher looks at our political crisis. NY: 
 Simon & Schuster.  
 

“As I examined my own fear, it gradually dawned on me that fear was the issue, a nebulous and 
multiform fear suffusing US society.” (p. x) 

 
Subba, D., & Fisher, R. M. (2018). Abstract expressionism under the lens of fearism.  
 International Scientific Conference Proceedings, “The Destinies of Abstract 
 Expressionism: For the Centenary of Guy de Montalur’s Birth” (pp. 230-49). Moscow, 
 Russia, Oct. 10-13, 2018. 
 

“... the co-authors make a case that (r)evolution like any big change is a deeply subjective, 
arational and irrational process and often quite a terrifying experience for many, and may in itself 
be fear-driven.... [from a] fearism perspective/lens.... Their view of “fear” however is a radically 
transdisciplinary and post-postmodern initiative in comparison to earlier analyses of motivations 
behind art.” (from Abstract, p. 230) 

 
Eneyo, M. B. (2018). Philosophy of fear: A move to overcoming negative fear. Australia: Xlibris.  
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“Hence, it is not just becoming fearless, but how well have you been able to use the fearless 
approach in addressing existential issues. This shall be a discussion for another book since this 
book is basically developed to deal with the challenges of fear and its management in the 
contemporary society.... as a model we would see that there is no time that there would be no fear 
in the entire territory of fear.” (p. 33)  

 
 


